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Course Objective: 

● This paper provides a practice-oriented approach to communication skills.
● It aims to hone-up students’ comprehension skills, sensitise them towards a culturally diverse 

professional-field so that they can conduct themselves confidently and in a dignified manner in 
their future workspaces. 

● Clarity of thought, crisp and effective communication and the art of public speaking equips the 
students to face the world outside of academia with the added advantage of classroom training. 

Course Learning Outcomes:

● As this course is equal parts theory and practice, it simulates real life professional situations to 
give the students a fair idea of how to prepare for challenging workday-situations.

● Dialogue writing, interviews, debates, speeches are written, presented and discussed, so that the 
students read up on current-issues, or great speeches by world leaders and visionary thinkers. It 
engenders a sense of leadership as well as team spirit.

● Students understand the difference between academic and creative writing.
● Most importantly this course stresses the importance of listening carefully, writing precisely and 

thinking objectively. It will stand them in good stead for their onward journey in professional and 
personal spaces.

Lesson Plan:

Unit 
No. Learning Objective Lecture 

No. Topics to be covered

1. UNIT-1,2,3

Theory of 

1-2

INTRODUCTION- warm-up session. Students talk 
about any topic of current-affairs/interest area. They 
get to choose. It breaks any awkwardness that 
students may have towards public speaking

3-4
Monologue/Dialogue, their  definitions and differences 
and a role-play situation between two-students at a 
time.

5-6-7
Group Discussion- the rules, theoretical knowledge 
plus practice. Topics of discussion will be given in 
class. Students mimic job-situation GDs



communication;
Reading skills;
Writing Skills

And Practice sessions

8
Effective Communication- what not to say and how to 
speak. Gender and culturally sensitive communication.

9
Miscommunication- Barriers in effective 
communication. What qualifies as rude, insensitive 
communication.

10-11 Interview- theory
12-13 Interview- practice
14-15-

16
Public speech-rules of writing an effective speech, 
reading some famous speeches of world leaders.

17-18 Public Speech -practice. Some inputs on debate and 
declamations.

19-20 Comprehension- rules and practice in class

21-22 Summary and paraphrase- format, differences and 
practice as classwork

23-24 Analysis and Interpretation- unseen passages
25-26 Translation- theory and practice
27-28 Literary knowledge/Texts
29-30 Discussion of sample question papers

Evaluation Scheme:
No. Component Duration Marks

1.

Internal Assessment

25
● Quiz
● Class Test
● Attendance
● Assignment

2. End Semester Examination 3 hr 75

Details of the Course

Unit Contents
Contac

t 
Hours

I Introduction to communication 1

II Reading Skills 1

III Writing Skills 1

IV

V

Total 3

Suggested Books:

Sl. No. Name of Authors/Books/Publishers
Year of 

Publication/Repr
int

1. Prerana Malhotra, Deb Dulal Haldar, Communication Skills-Theory 
and Practice, Book Age Publishers.

2016



2. Language Literature and Creativity, Orient Blackswan Publication 2013

3. Speeches That Changed the World, Manorama Tell Me Why, Volume 
No. 102. Feb, 2015

4. Fluency in English-II 2015

5.

Mode of Evaluation: Internal Assessment / End Semester Exam

Progress Report:

Unit 
No. Learning Objective Lecture 

No. Topics to be covered

1.

Theory of 
communication;
Reading skills;
Writing Skills

And Practice sessions

INTRODUCTION- warm-up session. Students talk 
about any topic of current-affairs/interest area. They 
get to choose. It breaks any awkwardness that 
students may have towards public speaking
Monologue/Dialogue, their definitions and differences 
and a role-play situation between two-students at a 
time.
Group Discussion- the rules, theoretical knowledge 
plus practice. Topics of discussion will be given in 
class. Students mimic job-situation GDs
Effective Communication- what not to say and how to 
speak. Gender and culturally sensitive communication.

Miscommunication- Barriers in effective 
communication. What qualifies as rude, insensitive 
communication.
Interview- theory
Interview- practice
Public speech-rules of writing an effective speech, 
reading some famous speeches of world leaders.
Public Speech -practice. Some inputs on debate and 
declamations.
Comprehension- rules and practice in class
Summary and paraphrase- format, differences and 
practice as classwork
Analysis and Interpretation- unseen passages
Translation- theory and practice
Literary knowledge/Texts
Discussion of sample question papers


